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About This Game

Work in World War 2 Tank Factory, Date Beautiful Girls, and Choose Your Side in Alternate History Visual Novel!

Panzer Hearts is a story-driven game filled with romance and adventure. The setting is an alternate history WW2 where the
warmongering “Empire” is terrorizing its friendly neighbors. The young men and women brainwashed by the Empire see the

war of aggression as justified.

You take the role of a young, naive, brainwashed soldier, Bastian. Wounded in the battle, Bastian gets a second chance to serve
the Empire in a factory building tanks. Some of the people in the factory are linked to Bastian's past and some to his future.

They say love is blind, but in this case love and where it leads our young protagonist can completely change his future and the
course of the war. A chain of events and a cry from his past make Bastian question his loyalty and his side in the war.

The gameplay is visual novel style, so you read the story and make choices, which affect the game. We also have a special tank
building minigame, where you get to build World War 2 tanks! As visual novels go, there is also dating. Your decisions with the

girls might even affect the outcome of the war...
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Experience War From an Uncommon Point of View: On the Home Front

Work in a Tank Factory Building World War 2 Tanks

Date Girls and Reveal Their Secrets

Original Symphony Music Soundtrack

Over 60 000 Words and Over 4 Hours of Gameplay

Never Before Seen Alternate World: Ancient Egypt Meets Totalitarian Germany!
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Title: Panzer Hearts - War Visual Novel
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
HELYEES
Publisher:
HELYEES
Release Date: 25 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.66 GHZ

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated graphics

Storage: 592 MB available space

English
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wow, this was an interesting, fabulous, plus sometimes frustrating experience. after 31 hours, i think i am close to finishing, but
i'm pretty sure something wrong is preventing me from completing the game. i don't know for sure it's not just a bizarro ending,
but i am hopeful a Dev will answer my post in the Discussion area about this.

in spite of that plus the game crashing every time i tried to quit, plus a couple other issues that i'm not sure are bugs or simply
my failure to grasp how the game is supposed to play, i still loved it! the game is a bit dark, both in theme and in it's often too
dark to see the surroundings. no adjustment for brightness. often the flashlight stopped working, and again i'm not sure if it is
supposed to do that or not. some of the time i could fix that by pressing Windows key then again to resume the game. i pressed
Q and the flashlight came back on but not always.

my pet peeve is that you cannot save the game when you want to. it saves at pre-determined times, which i find hugely annoying
in many games. perhaps i don't understand technically if there are reasons for this, but it's a big obstacle for me in liking a game.
in spite of this too, i still loved the game!

puzzles were often very difficult for me, but i managed to solve everything up until now, when i don't know if there are more or
not!

now to the good part: i know i like a game when i'm thinking about how to solve a puzzle when i'm in the shower or about to go
to sleep. and i also can't wait to get back to the game when i'm not playing. this was the case with this one, and the creator made
it very interesting.

i give it 4.5 stars out of 5. but you'll need some patience getting started and progressing at times. the controls are easy and
simple. i just think it needs a few tweaks where it might have some issues like i'm experiencing. for me to recommend the game
in spite of the issues, it's the kind of game i like. kind of bizarro.

so all in all, i recommend it and hope the Devs fix the rough spots and maybe tell me if i'm finished or not. haha!

UPDATE: thanks to a helpful Steam member, i found out i was not finished the game, and i was then able to finish it. i did in in
almost pitch darkness, as i could not get my flashlight to work, period. the ending disappointed me as i clicked on  the will and it
didn't give me time to read more than 1 line and the credits rolled. the end. but i still love the game.. This is a nice little game,
but it desperately needs a in-mission/survival save function, autosave between missions is not adequate. - This issue stops me
from recommending this game.. Hell naw 5 dollars for a game that can be completed in an hour. More levels and different cars
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would make the game more fun. People only got this game for the letter achievements tbh.. For some reason this is sitting at
Mixed. I think it was pretty solid for a Demo. It's the kind of thing a lot of us are hungry for. I guess the not reccomended
people are happy with Wave Shooters.. My experience with the game was limited to its main "Run" mode. Unfortunately, even
accepting that the game's extremely limited player precision, weapons, effects, enemies, and level variety are somewhat inherent
to the retro genre it portrays, I would not recommend this game even to diehard fans of retro \/ 8-bit, as its gameplay is so
utterly simplistic and inaccurate.

I had no idea I was buying some "arena" game where the primary purpose is moving from left to right on very small maps
before the opposing team (or in my experience, bots...) gets to their "side of the level" first. It's a really odd mechanic and
doesn't seem to fit this design very well. The game itself lacks much of the implied "fast pace" action as seen in the trailers, and
instead you meander your way from left to right (or right to left) over a short distance within a limited 1:00 minute time span
for each map, clumsily lining up shots and grenades and hoping you can make it to your side of the level first instead of the
other team. The strange multiplayer insistence really hinders what could have been a cool aesthetic for a military game with a
campaign \/ progressive levels with more of a through line. Instead, you face off on 5 levels which all mostly look the same (this
one has snow though!) to see who can get to their side first the most, best out of 5.

Your character despite having full controller support seems to steer incredibly vaguely, with there not even being a traditional
jump button. Instead you hold right and \/ or up \/ down and watch as your character automatically bounds over whatever is
front of them, which makes for really imprecise shooting. You can't seem to aim up or down with your regular machine gun.
You can stop to press A to awkwardly align a reticle over the area you want to shoot a missile or grenade toward, but then it's
mostly crossing your fingers that the enemies happen to be within range of it, and it seems like most of the time you just end up
clipping some outcropping barely in front of you and killing yourself instead. While this is funny the first few times, it makes
for a frustrating, inaccurate experience before too long. Your medic seems to crap out health \/ revival orbs at random and the
game advises you to "stick close to your medic" but with most all the characters on either side of the game looking like the same
pixelated, small design it's hard to distinguish which one that is.

The old school military graphics, explosions, and ragdolling \/ amputated crawling the characters do all looks good, and overall
the design \/ aesthetics replicate the feel of an old NES game well. The sound effects seem fitting to the events on screen with
funny but brief character moans and screams amidst explosions and the like. The soundtrack is easily the worst part of the game
for me with its incredibly repetitive, out-of-place plunky \/ lighthearted guitar and feels more like they're squeezing out a song
made for the main menu across every single level. It reflects the light-heartedness of the game, but I wonder if the game had
embodied more of a Medal of Honor \/ epic orchestral type soundtrack if it would have been a little more immersive and less
elephant in the room, in your face all the time.

It appears only 2 people made this game for what it's worth. While it was worth a chuckle or two and I think the graphical style
is cool, I will be trying to get a refund. It may be more fun local coop in its versus mode, however I never had the chance to play
this option. I could see it still wearing thin pretty quickly.. A kind of musical adventure combined with a puzzle of hexagons!

Fractal offers various types of gameplay which people with a sense for puzzle games will love. You get to move coloured
hexagons around a playfield by placing new ones right next to them. The more connect, the more will spawn and move the
others by a field in the given direction.

Main goal is to get a bloom, a flower-type of shape out of at least seven of these hexagons. Several power-ups such as exploding
tiles, electric tiles, bonus tiles or push-backs are there to make that easier to accomplish.

Three given gamemodes are present, the puzzle, the campaign and the arcade mode.

In the campaign you get to play through 30 levels of randomly generated fields with given conditions, like limited turns or
several colours. Goal is to get enough tiles cleared in a given amount of turns to proceed.

In the puzzle mode you have a limited amount of turns, where you get to fulfill puzzles or given conditions in order to unlock
harder and longer ones. The fields are not randomly generated.

The arcade mode offers you unlimited turns, but a timer that runs out. By playing and clearing time tiles fast you get additional
time and you manage to get higher scores and reach higher levels. This mode is totally recommended if you want to have a fast
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paced type of gameplay.

As you proceed in a level, the music will change, the closer you are to failing a stage the music will get slower in campaign and
faster in arcade mode. The more progress you make, the more you will hear instruments and beats added to the current rythym,
racking up combo spices up that beat too.

In general you get a great game with eye-candy, interactively changing music, wonderful game-mechanic and a decent variety of
gamemodes that should keep you occupied for a quick game or two, or maybe a long-term sitting for a high-score hunt.

Puzzle away folks, it is fun and worth it!. Gas game gotta buy this. Very interesting mechanics. This is a great game to showcase
VR!

The premise is simply a 2017 update of the old Duck Hunt game from yesteryear, but boy has it been updated!

The graphics\/visuals are exceptional and really stand-out from most other VR games. This is the Unreal Engine shining through
I believe.

There are plenty of options for tweaking the visuals if your PC can't manage on top settings, but even if you dial the graphics
back to low (to keep the framerate high) the game is still one of the prettiest I've seen.

The excellent audio is also worth a mention, from the storm effects to the cues for where the next target is coming from.

Although the gameplay is straightforward, it really comes into its own by placing you in a believable environment with
atmospherics dialed up to 11. The amount of detail shown around you from the fish in the nearby pond to the dragonflies
zipping in and out of view really give you a sense of presence.

Finally, the gun play itself is solid, aiming seems accurate, and the reloading mechanic is a satisfying process. Although you can
dual wield the pistols, I much prefer shooting with one while holding a spare ammo clip for quick reloading.

I'm hoping this gets some good sales to encourage the dev to build on the great platform already on display here.

Recommended!
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An astonishing exercise in frustration.

I bought this game because I thought it might be exactly the sort of mobile-style fairly simple puzzle game that can distract my
young niece when she wants to play on my fancy computer when I have to watch her. Of course, before letting the kid play
something, I test it myself, and I found this game too infuriating to play to think my niece would have any fun with it.

This is a game that looks on the surface like a "Puzzle Bobble" clone, but it introduces a very, VERY dubious physics system
that can cause tiny taps to marbles (I mean "pearls") to make a marble either go nowhere or fly wildly off the edge of the screen
at a million miles an hour. You match and eliminate marbles when they "touch", but marbles can easily come to rest a pixel
away from one another and not "touch", only to have the next marble you drop to try to finish off a connection send the middle
marble hurtling away at mach 2, throwing a differently-colored marble in its place.

Worse, the game tries to be clever by making differntly-shaped boards that basically mean you have to blindly drop marbles
down twisting chutes and hope that they come out anywhere near where you wanted, based, again, on that awful physics system.

This is made worse by the fact that the marker for where a marble will drop is much narrower than the marble, so I'm constantly
having marbles bounce off of map tiles that I swear have larger hit boxes than they appear to have, making the game an even
more random crapshoot than it already was.

That would all be forgivable if the game's level-clearing system actually took its mechanics in mind, but the game demands you
clear away all marbles on a board to progress... and then introduces unmatchable marbles that require special powerups to
clear... and then makes it so you can only have a limited number of those powerups (including only 1 treasure powerup)... and
doesn't even make those powerups (which eliminate random marbles) actually eliminate the unmatchable pieces by default,
making some boards essentially unwinnable by anything but luck.

Aren't puzzle games supposed to be... you know, puzzles? Like, where thought and planning are involved in winning, not just
randomly punching a button and hoping for dumb luck to save the day?. Ahh...the goold old days...
I remember playing this game for hourrssss...there really wasn't much to do on the internet back in the early 90's ...if you
kids...could imagine such a horrible thing.. :P
Anyways, i recommend 100000% getting this game. I've looked all over the internet for yearrsss trying to find it but couldnt.
Now it's on Steam?!?!
Yowser!. I like the concept, but I don't like the result. It's simply not fun. Not a bad game but I would more highly recommend
the Choice of Robots. In my perspective, Choice of Robots has a more interesting plot overall and definitely more branches to
explore. This game is less involved and shorter overall but it's still a decent story to buy for the price.. I honestly never expected
writing this good from a fanservice-filled anime game. It might be an action-packed hack-and-slash about top-heavy ninja girls,
but like seriously I did not expect to find such a good story to accompany the gameplay and eye candy.

Changelog 2016-10-24:

Invaders in Source Keeper rooms are now always spawned in groups of 2-5 creeps and may be boosted with tier-3 boosts
including XGHO2.

The world map is now continuous on borders when doing StructureTerminal.send and trade operations. The
corresponding option added to the Game.map.getRoomLinearDistance method:

Game.map.getRoomLinearDistance('E65S55','W65S55', false) //
131Game.map.getRoomLinearDistance('E65S55','W65S55', true) // 11. The Campaign is Complete! Thank You All!:
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Well first, we need to get all of our backers a backer-exclusive Discord title. To do this, we will create a separate
announcement that’s for backers only. In the announcement, simply post with your Discord username and we will change
your title to “”.

Next, we have the closed alpha that’s scheduled to begin on July 1st. Again, there will be a separate announcement that’s
aimed at backers who pledged enough to get access to the alpha (early bird amount was $42. After the early bird ended,
it went up to $45).

We will distribute alpha Steam keys via DM through our Discord channel. If you haven’t already joined, you can do so
via this link: https://discord.gg/UzZv25Y

Once the alpha period is complete, we will work on a date for the closed beta. This will happen closer to the launch later
this year. Distribution of beta keys will work the same way as they will with the closed alpha.

That’s all for now! However, we are working on a lot of cool things and as a result, we will have plenty of updates to
share over the coming months.

Thanks again to everyone that supported us! We can’t wait for you to experience the complete version of Iratus: Lord of
the Dead.. The Future of Spark:
Hello Everyone!

With the last patch, we have not received any reports of leaderboard malfunctions anymore, so hopefully that is all in
check. Yippey! Please if you have any issues or suggestions drop them in the forums or contact me directly on Discord
[discord.gg]. The only way for me to know about a problem and fix it is if you report it to us.

So what's next?

Well, that is kind of where you guys come in... I have some quality of life changes I want to patch in. I am going to
reorder the menu so that Survival is the first game mode you choose, Conquest is much more difficult and can lead to a
more frustrating experience if you haven't quite grasped the combo system. Survival is much more forgiving with the
early intensity and use of power ups. There have been some ideas about listing combos in the pause menu, helping align
combos with for the player automatically while moving, and straight nerfing the early stages of conquest. So be on the
lookout for thing like that in the next patch. But other than that we have no real major plans unless you guys voice
something.

.... And beyond that.
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Well, we have more games we would like to make, and are going to start development on those soon. That doesn't mean
I will not be fixing things here in Spark and checking up on things here, but that might mean any larger features will be
put on hold for Spark 2! If you think there is something you really want in the game before we start our next project,
please reach out to me!

On behalf of everyone who worked on Spark, I want to thank the people who have played this game, and anyone who
plays it in the future.It means the world to us to see you guys enjoying the game.

You can catch me on Twitch[www.twitch.tv], if you want to see me working on patches or failing at climbing the
leaderboards.

Cheers.

Ecky. Development Update #1:
Greetings everyone!

It is about time we got started on a development blog for Trailmakers. We want to share with you what we are working
on so you know where the game is headed. First, a quick note on current Trailmakers versions.

Alpha Demo and Alpha Testing. Teslagrad 1.1 update.:
Hey there!

Finally the dust has settled after launch, and we're glad to come back with our first big update. Featuring improved
gamepad recognition (which has been long asked for) new languages, bugfixing, and general improvements. Take a look
to the full changelog here.

Additions

Added a new controller mapping menu layout with reset buttons.

Added another maze level checkpoint.

Added arabic language support.

Added automatic mandatory creation of a gamepad mapping file.

Added automatic mapping for the Xbox 360 Controller, and a few others on many platforms.

Added support for generic gamepads with X+Y axis and button0 + button1.

Added support for mapping gamepads that have any constantly floored axises.Changes.

Changed each theater area only autostarts once - after that, the player won't need to watch for it.

Changed game will open in a very high resolution, or fallback to current.

Changed gamepad mappings apply for all connected gamepads, regardless of index.

Changed tower shaft is now more open after the orb boss is defeated.Fixes.

Fixed a bug where leaving orbboss and reentering while he is dead would lead to room not blocked.

Fixed a bug where the king dying sound would keep playing after the player died.
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Fixed an orb boss bug due to too early defeat on some hardware.

Fixed claws killing the player too easily in the bird boss.

Fixed music bug in the art deco area.

Fixed saving issues with the orb boss area.

Fixed translation of the word 'Resolution' in the menus.Improvements.

Improved ambience music fading in some areas.

Improved glyph support on Teslagrad font.

Improved graphics in the orb boss room. New patch!:
Hey everyone!

A new patch of the game is live with a bunch of cool stuff!

NEW FEATURES:

Dynamic home menu! You will now be greeted by your own ship from the campaign mode on the home menu.
As well as changing time periods and weather effects.

Schematics are now fully implemented, and you can now find hidden ship parts while playing. These parts are
some of the best in the game!

Quick Race option has been added to the home menu. You can now just race without being in campaign. You
can also adjust difficulty, and such just like you would in multiplayer.

Test drive in the crafting menu has also been added, so you can test your ship before taking it out on a mission.
Tweak speed and durability here and there to get it feeling right, or just to get comfortable using the ship.

Xbox rumble support on PC! Using Xinput, we are able to access more controller features.
ADJUSTMENTS:

Complete re-balance of all the ship parts in the game. More fine tuning on the stats of the parts.

New obstacles/hazards and environmental pretties were added on the tracks.

Bug fixes.
(Track Creator is coming soon!)
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. Post-EGX News:
Hi Cyberpunks!

We are here with another development update and news related to Dex, so let’s get into what happened, what is
happening, and what is going to happen in our dedicated Kickstarter update: 
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/dreadlocks/dex-cyberpunk-2d-rpg/posts/1173541

PS: Dex Beta coming around next weekend!. Update 1.0.3:
Changelog

- Ladder added to garage
- Less wild towing
- Added icons
- Fixed collider issues with the LongKing
- Less annoying intro
- Fixed tool dropping
- Placing parts fixed
- Garage door more user friendly
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